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ABSTRACT. All avai labl e mean annua l accum ulation data on the Greenland ice sheet (excluding the
Thule peninsula) have been coll ected and analyzed using multiple regress ion techniques to develop equations
capable of predicting mean annua l accumu lation. The analysis was carried out for north Green land, south
G reenla nd , and for the transition zone between the two major regions. T he resulting equations show that
mean annua l accum ul ation can be predicted from the ind epend ent parameters latitude, longitude and
elevation. The patterns of accumulation are shown in a seri es of isohyetal (contours of accumulation in terms
of water) maps. The major feature shown is a well d efi n ed asymmetry in accumulation ; a pronounced eastslope maximum in south Greenland a nd an equally pronounced west-slope maximum in north Greenland.
Po leward of lat. 69° N. , isohyets decrease in elevation to the north. Mean annua l acc umulation ranges from
> 90 g. /cm.' in south -east Greenland to < 15 g ./cm.' in north-east Greenland. A brief discussion of mass
ba lance estimates of the Greenland ice sheet a nd of the releva n ce of th is study to them is included.
R ESUME. Distribution calClllie de l'acCllmulation de l'Indlandsis du Groenland. Toutes les donnees disponibles de
l'accumulation moyenne ann uell e de l'Indl andsis du Groenl and (a l'exception de la peninsule de Thule) ont
ete recueillies et ana lysees avec la technique des regressions mu ltipl es afin d'obtenir les equations p erme ttant
la prevision de l'accumul ation moyenne annuell e. L'analyse a porte sur le nord et le sud du Groen land , et
sur une zone de transition entre ces deux regions principales. Les equations a insi obtenues montrent que
I'accumulation moyenne ann u ell e peut etre predite en fonction de trois parametres independants: latitude ,
longitude et altitude. Les modeles de I'accumu lation sont presentees au moyen d'une series c1e cartes
isohyetales (contours de l'accumu lation en va leur en eau ). La caracteristiq ue principale qui en ressort est une
assymetrie prononcee de I'accumulation: un maximum accuse sur le versa n t est clans le sud du G roen land ,
et un a utre maximum accuse sur le versant ouest dans le nord du Groen land. Au nord de 69 ° N , les isohyetes
s' a ba issent a mesure qu'on progresse vers le pole. L'accumulation moyenne annuel le osc ille entre une valeur
inferieure a 15 g/cm' au nord -est du Groenland , et superieure a 90 g/cm' a u sud- est du Groenland. L'etude
contient ega lement un bref examen du calcu l du bilan de masse de l' Indla ndsis du Groenland , a in si que de
son app ort a ce sujet.
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Berechnete Akkwnlllations Verteilung auf dem granliindischen Inlandeis. A ll e verfugbaren
mittleren J ahresakkumul atio nswerte uber das gronIandisch e Inlandeis (mit A usnahme der Halbinsel Thule)
wu rden gesammelt und mit Hilfe von Mehrfachregressionsmethoden ana lysiert, um Gleichungen z ur
Vorhersage der mittleren Jahresakkumulation aufzustell en. Die Analyse wurde fur Nordgron land , Sudgron land und fur die Ubergangszone zwischen den beiden Hauptgebieten durchgefuhrt. Die gefundenen G leich ungen zeigen , dass die mittlere J a hresak kumulation aufgrund d er unabbhangigen Parameter geograp hisch e
Breite, Lange und Hohe vor herbestimmt werden kann. Die Akkumulationsverhaltnisse sind in einer Reihe
von Isohyeten -Karten (Iso hyeten: Linien gleicher Akkumulation in Wasser ) dargestellt. Das Hauptmerkmal
dieser Karten ist eine wohldefinierte Asymmetrie in der Akkumulation , ei n ausgepragtes Ostha ngmax imum
in Sudgronland und ein gleichermassen ausgepragtes Westhangmaximum in Nordgron land. Oberhalb 69°
nord li ch er Breite nehmen die Isohyeten nach Norden zu in der Hohe ab. Die mittlere Jahresakkumulation
li egt zwischen > 90 g/cm' in Sudostgronland und < ' 5 g/ cm ' in Nordostgron land. E ine Kurze Betrachtung
befasst sich mit Schatzungen des Massenausgleichs des gronIand ischen Inlandeises und mit der Relevanz der
vorli egenden Untersuchung fur diese Schatzungen.
INTROD UCTION

The mean annual accumulation over the large ice sheets is a fundamental factor in
d etermining their mass budgets. A knowledge of the distribution of mean annual accumulation, on an areal basis, is also of fundamental importance in ascertaining the climatic patterns
affecting an ice sheet. Further, the gross form which an ice sheet assumes is, in part, governed
b y both the amount and distribution of m ean annual accumulation. The present paper is an
analysis of the distribution of mean annual accumulation over the Greenland ice sheet
utilizing multiple regression techniques to develop trend surfaces of accumulation.
PRE VIOUS WORK

Estimates of m ean accumulation over the Greenland ice sh eet were made by Loewe
( 1936) in an attempt to d etermine the mass budget. Since 1950 there has been a sufficiently
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large increase in the number of locations (sites of snow-pit studies) where accumulation rates
have been determined, to allow the construction of is oh ye tal maps. These maps, beginning with
Diamond (1960) and extending through Benson (1962) to Bader ( 196 I ) , have increased in
validity with the availability of new data. Large blank areas still exist, accounting for at least
20 per cent of the ice sheet. These have been contoured on the basis of educated guesses.
In a previous paper, Mock and Weeks ( 1966) used multiple regression techniques to
derive equations capable of predicting snow temperatures at 10 m. depth (approximately the
mean annual air temperature) on the Greenland ice sheet from the parameters latitude and
elevation. Essentially the same techniques have now been used to construct trend surfaces of
accumulation.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS

It is assumed that the mean annual accumulation, in g. /cm. 2 of snow ( I g. /cm. 2
of water), at any site can be characterized by an equation of the form
r = bo + b, X , + b2 X 2 + ... + bn Xn

=

I cm.

where r is the predicted mean annual accumulation, XI, X 2 , ••• , Xn are independent or
powers of independent variables and the b's are multiple regression coefficients. In normal
trend surface analysis XI and X 2 are usually map or grid co-ordinates and the remaining X's
quadratic or higher order powers of XL and X 2 • Ordinarily no causal relationship is implied
between r and the X's , although this is dependent upon the particular X's chosen.
In the present study several models were used in the initial stages of analysis in an attempt
to approximate functional relationships, but limited success and difficulty in interpretation
led finally to the decision to confine the study to predictor type models only. The independent
variables were simply the spatial co-ordinates of the particular point, i.e. latitude, longitude
and elevation, and the initial model, a second-degree equation in these three variables.
r = bo + b I X , + b2 X 2+ b3 X 3+ b4 X,z + bs X 2 2 + b6 X 32+ 2b7 X, X 2+ 2b s X, X 3+ 2b 9 X 2 X 3
where X, is the latitude in degrees and hundredths, X 2 is the longitude in degrees and hundredths, and X 3 is the elevation in meters.
The data were processed on a Computer Controls Corporation DDP-24 digital computer
using a multiple regression program prepared for this study (Mock, 1966) . The following
were calculated:
Xt- mean of each X variable,
1"- mean of r,
ait- standard deviation of each X variable,
aj- standard deviation of r variable,
r- matrix of simple correlation coefficients,
bsimp- simple regression coefficients,
R- multiple correlation coefficient,
bD- multiple regression intercept,
bt- multiple regression coefficients,
S- standard error of estimate,
F- F-value,
S bi -standard error of bt ,
tbi -t-value for each bt .
The results were then examined critically and further work done according to the following
criteria:
I. F-values; these were used to test the null hypothesis that all the true multiple regression
coefficients were equal to zero; they had to be sufficiently large to allow rejection of the null
hypothesis at the I per cent significance level.
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2. I-values; these were used to test the null hypoth esis that an individua l regression
coefficient was eq ual to zero; they had to be sufficiently large to a llow rejection of the null
h ypo th esis at the 5 per cent significance level.
If criterion I had not been m et, the model would have been discard ed , a n event which did
not occur. Where criterion 2 was not m et, a second program was used which d eleted those
varia bles whose associated coefficients were rejected and recalcula ted the various multiple
regression statistics on the basis of the reduced data array. The process was continued until
the m odel was completely acceptable.
DATA

The data consisted of som e 12 7 stations where accumulation has been d etermined by
stratigraphic techniques in pits (K och and Wegener, 1930 ; La ngway, 196 1; Lister, 196 1;
Benson, 1962; Ragle and Davis, 1962 ) . As shown in Figure I , th e distribution of data points
is far from uniform . No attempts were made to correct for skewness in the distribution of the
d a ta . The data were taken directl y fro m the compendium tabulated by Mock a nd VVeeks
( 1966) without critical review. Certain aspects of this body of data shou ld be kep t in mind
when considering the results of this stud y.
I. The maj ority of this work was done in the period from 1952 onward but a significant
portion (35 stati ons) dates from 19 12 (Koch and Wegener, 1930) .
2. Th e mean annual accumulations are based on the number of yea rs penetrated in a pit
stud y. This may range from 10 years to only a single yea r, thus som e values may be very poor
representatives of the m ean.
3. Since the time span of the studies is large, temporal changes in accumulation rates
may have occurred.
4. In certain areas, particularly those with high accumulation, the possibility of error in
stratigraphic interpretation is rather high .
For these r easons, if no other, the results must be viewed as indications of regional trends
rather than as exact pred ictions.
REGIO NAL ASPECTS

The Greenland ice sheet can be divided into two rather distinct regions based on topography, temperature and accumulation. Topographically the ice sheet divides into two dom es,
a higher, broader and larger northern dome separated from th e smaller southern dome b y a
broad saddle centered at approximately latitude 66° . The northern dome is considerably
colder, receives less accumulation and would be consid ered relatively inactive in comparison
with the southern dome.
The transition zone dividing the two domes happens also to be an area with a paucity of
data. Thus the d ecision to analyze the two domes separately on the basis of physical and
environmental characteristics was further encouraged by the distribution of data. In order to
stud y th e transition zone itself it has been necessary to use d a ta from both north and south
Greenland. A final stud y was th en mad e for the entire bod y of da ta covering all Greenland.
Th e areal breakdown is shown in Figure I .
The Thule p eninsula area has not been included within the present study as a report of
d etailed investigations in that area is in preparation.
RESULTS

Th e results in the form of predictor equations for each area are shown in Table I along
with pertinent statistical information. The accompanying fig ures are presented as isohyetal
maps rather than as accumulation contour maps for two reasons: ( I) It is assumed that
accumulation is essentially synonymous with precipitation at the data stations, and (2) this
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then enables the contours (isohyets) to be proj ected beyond the accumulation zone as m easUl-es
of precipitation.
North Greenland

Two equations are shown in Table I fo r north Greenland. Equation ( I) includes the data
from the K och and Wegener exp edition of 1912 (K och and Wegener, (930), while equation
(2) is the result without these d ata. On the basis of the statistical tests shown, it is tempting to
discard equation (I) compl etely. Koch and Wegener's data, however, are the result of very
m eticulous studies of snow stratification observed in pits, essentially the sam e techniques
generally used today and their interpretation of the observed profiles seems valid. While d eep
pit studies (Bader and others, 1955 ; Mock, in preparation) show no sig nifican t changes in
accumulation between the 1905- 12 period a nd th e post 1952 pel-iod at lat. 17° N. it is possible
that what is shown does represent a change in accumulation rate.
TABLE

I.

r

R EGRESS ION EQUATIONS OF
( MEAN ANN UAL ACCUMU LATION , g. /cm .') VERSUS X, ( LATIT UDE, DEGREES
AND H UNDREDT HS ) , X , ( LONGITUDE , DEGREES AND H UNDREDTHS ) , AND X ) ( ELEVATION, METERS)

Multiple

Standard
error of

correlation

Area

Model

Equation

coifficient

R
North Greenland

( I)

r=
r=

estimate

F

S

- 497' 57 + 12' 5663 17X , + O' 3386777 IXl +
+ O' 074529 118 X,' - I' 5 15708 X 10- 5 X/ - 0' 153967222 X, X , - O' 0036881834 X, X l
- 3480' 17 + 65,8 19 X ' + 36, 290 X , +
+ 0' 34 1326 X l - o, 28029 X,' - O'04 I07 X , ' - 0'40165 X, X' - 4' 55656 X 10- ) X, X , - 3 ' 74029 X 1O- 'X,X l

° ' 9°7
0'9 8 7

354 ' 4

2'3 6

10'3 1

87,88

South G reen la nd

(3)

r=

- 21688'02 + 4 ' 05496 X 10' X, +
+ 4' 18657 X 10' X, - 1'90657 X,' - 2 ' 155708 X,' - 3·697 14 X, X, - 13'9924742 X 10- 4 X, X l

0'9 02

14 ,6

Transition zone

(4)

r=

14358,6 - 473' 38772 X ' + 98, 250275 X , +
+ 3'5329395 X,' - 1'2868113 X ,' - I, 79500378 X 10- ; X, X l

0,853

16,

I

5,87

9'5°

Figure 2 shows contours of accumulation predicted by Equation (I). Immediately obvious
is the pronounced w est-slope accumulation maximum and the equall y pronounced north-east
slope minimum of accumulation, This suggests that the waters to the west of Greenland,
Baffin Bay and Melville Bay, are the chief sources of m oistu re for north Greenland, Major
storm tracks extend up the west coast of Greenland through Davis Strait and Baffin Bay and
frequent crossing of the ice sh eet by cyclonic disturbances occurs in nonh Greenland
(Hamilton, 1958). Curvature of isohyets eastwards towards the south may indicate that
waters lying south-east of Greenland are a secondary source of moisture.
Figure 2 also shows th e well developed zone of maximum accumulation on the west slope,
and its d eclin e with elevation towards the north.
South Greenland

Figure 3 shows isohyets for south Greenland predicted by equation (3). In contrast to
north Greenland, a pronounced east-coast accumulation maximum is indicated with a
general d ecrease in accumulation to the west. The high values on the east and south coasts can
be attributed to circulation around the semi-permanent Icela nd low but the pronounced low
accumulation area on the wes t coast seems somewhat anomalous, particularly when contrasted with the higher accumulation at similar altitudes further north.
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Isohy etal map of north Greenlalld. B old contollrs in g. cm. - , of water

It sho uld be pointed ou t that a far la rger range of observed accumulation occurs within a
sm all er area in south Greenland th an in n orth Greenland. In add ition wa rmer temperatures
an d high accumulation m a ke the possibility of interpretive error in pit studies more likely.
The high value of th e standard error for Equation (3) reflec ts th e var·iab ility of accumulation.
Transition z one
I soh ye ts for th e transItion zone are shown in Figure 4. A greater d egree of symmetry is
shown h ere than in the regions to th e north and sou th, a lthough there still ex ists an east-coast
maximum. The beginning of the ch ange over to a west-coast max imum is visibl e. The multiple
correlation coeffi cient R of Equation (4 ), shows that the m odel is not as su ccessful as a predi ctor
for th is area as for the preceding regio ns.
DI SCU SSION

F igure 5 shows isoh ye ts for a ll G reenland (except th e Thule peninsul a ) d erived b y combining the results of the three separate a reas. In combining, iso hye ts were smooth ed a nd
changed som ewhat to bring about sm oo th transitions between regions. T he resul tant map
shows clearly the asymmetric nature o f th e acc umulation pattern. I t seem s quite evid ent th at
this asymmetry is a product of the shape of the ice sh ee t, of the circul atory p a ttern ex isting in
this r egion , and of the distribution of available moisture source a reas.
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While the primary purpose here is to delineate the distribution and amounts of m ean
annual accumulation over the ice sheet, wh en combin ed with data for the Thul e peninsula
(Benson, (962 ) it enables a new calculation of the total ice sheet accumu lation to be mad e,
which in turn can be used for mass-balance estimates. Inasmuch as the author has serious
reservations about the validity of such studies, these calculations and estimates have not been
made. For discussions and results of earlier mass-balance stud ies by traditional m ethods see
Loewe ( 1936), Bauer ( 1955), Bader ( 196 1), Benson ( 1962) and Bauer ( 1966) . Shumskiy ( 1965)
prov ides a promising a lternate m ethod for attacking mass-balance problems on large ice
sheets.
CONCLUSIONS

Mean annual accumulation at a point can be predicted with a fair d egree of accuracy
from the parameters latitude, longitud e and elevation . Trend SUI-faces calculated from
predic tion equations indicate the region a l accumu lation patterns prevailing on the Green land
ice sheet. The ice sheet shows two m ajo r zones of hig h accumulation; the southern dome,
below latitude 67° N. and the west slope of the ice sheet north to latitude 77 ° N. These zones
are ultimately related to cyclonic storm tracks and the presence of moisture source areas along
th e storm tracks.
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